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8-DOUBLE MONSTERS
510.] Double monsters, i.e. two foetuses joined together, occur on. the
average only about once in 50,000 births, but they are of enormous
interest to the embryologist, the anatomist, the physiologist, the psycho-
logist, the obstetrician, the surgeon, and the sociologist.
(1)—Embryology
Origin of        Their origin has been explained in three different ways: (i) That they
^monsters       ar'se ^rom an ovum fertilized by two spermatozoa. This view is unten-
able, since experiment shows that such eggs disintegrate immediately
after the entry of the second spermatozoon, (ii) That they originate
from the fusion of two separately fertilized eggs. This is theoretically
possible because double monsters have been experimentally produced in
aquatic eggs in this way; but that human conjoined twins do not
generally arise in this manner is certain, because not only would the
components be expected to be sometimes of opposite sexes, which has
never yet been authentically found in human pathology (law of homo-
sexuality), although it sometimes occurs in cattle, but such an occurrence
should on statistical grounds be twice as common as their being either
both males or both females. For the following events are equally
probable: (a) both males; (b) both females; (c) first child male, second
child female; (d) first child female, second child male. So that there
are two sets of unlike sex to each pair of males or females, (iii) The only
possibility therefore left is that they represent the incomplete separa-
tion of blastomeres during the early stages of segmentation of a
single fertilized ovum, and that they are in fact incompletely separated
uniovular  or homologous twins.  Experimentally, double monsters
have been produced in this way, by incompletely separating  the
blastomeres in aquatic eggs either mechanically or by alternating
the temperature, chemical composition, or oxygen content of the
medium in which they were developed. Several facts favour this view.
First, the components of all human conjoined twins so far authentic-
ally recorded in the literature are of the same sex. Secondly, the
junction invariably occurs between anatomically similar structures,
such as skull with skull, pelvis with pelvis, sternum with sternum,
or liver with liver (St. Hilaire's law of affinity of like for like). This
can only be explained on the hypothesis of incomplete blastomere
separation, since on that of coalescence there is no reason why one
part of one developing egg, such as the head, should not unite with any
other part of the other egg, such as the pelvis, thorax, or abdomen.
Thirdly, Bertillon's statistics show conjoined twins to be most frequent
in places such as Savoy, where uniovular twinning is commonest, but
not among Magyar women, who hold the record for binovular or
fraternal twins (Lesbre).
There are, however, a number of facts which do not quite fit in with
this explanation: (i) Female conjoined twins are two or three times

